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One More Important Word

And Yet They Fly .

In 1991, George H.W. Bush senior, the president of the US, made war against the Iraqi people and
its leadership, with the aim to oust Saddam Husain and to make the country into an American
protectorate, however this failed miserably. For this defeat, the new president of the US, George
W. Bush, wants to take revenge and of course, Bush senior collaborates behind the scene, and
together with others who are irresponsible helps in an inciting and incendiary manner to add fuel
in favor of a new war against Iraq, i.e. Gulf War. Thus today everything points to war, caused by
those irresponsible Americans to whom one human life means nothing -- and these -- as many
others before, collaborate and do everything possible to keep America the lowest as well as
humanely depraved country and with terror within the state, military, jurisdiction and economy,
she is the worst country among all civilized countries in the world. Of course with the exception of
all those Americans - and they are a small minority - who are honorable human beings and have
nothing to do with the American systems of government, secret services, the judicial system,
politics, religions and economy as well as with the military, and the terror which exists
everywhere. That has to be clearly stated.
All the signs indicate war already, whereby US president George W. Bush, in a shabby manner
even is enormously hypocritically audacious to bring God into the picture, who supposedly holds
America responsible to care for peace and order, and to establish this in the world, whereby this
self-glorifying and in all respects irresponsible character, so to speak, pretends to be God's chosen
hand to avenge and even elevates himself to be the omnipotent in power. With horrendous lies and
warlike measures, he allures the human beings of the world and maintains that American security
of state is just as threatened by Saddam Husain, as are also the rest of the countries in the world.
But these false statements are made only to win over as many allies as possible and to remind
members of NATO of their duty to assist. For that purpose Bush stops at nothing, consequently he
and his followers and supporters invent ever new scenarios of threat. Therefore, they speak of a
huge chemical and biological arsenal of weapons that Saddam Husain is supposed to keep hidden
in private dwellings in Iraq and later is supposed to keep them hidden from the UN inspectors in
neighboring Syria. Furthermore, plans are supposed to exist in Iraq to attack the neighboring states
as also, Iraq is supposed to train terrorists under the protection of Saddam Husain, and that he
tolerates them in his country; besides that he allegedly supports and helps to finance international
terrorism. For all of these accusations, no proof could be found as yet by Bush and his followers,
not by the UN-inspectors and the howling America-friendly statesmen in power of other countries.
However, if such proof will be found none the less, for instance, to convince the UN to approve
the war, it is possible that these proofs will be falsifications and only serves Bush, and therefore
America, to be able to start the war against Iraq.

com

As it is known, the weapons-inspectors have free access everywhere in Iraq and nothing could be
found except the already known and declared weapons systems. Moreover, these declared systems
were supplied by the USA to her then ally, Iraq, in about 1980. But this does not impress the
irresponsible statesman in power of America, for he is blinded with hate, and with degenerated
fright, cowardice and lust for revenge, he does not allow his mind to be changed, and regardless of
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all world-wide protests against him and his politics of inciting war, he pushes on with his
insaneness. Even in the USA, many voices are heard. However, Bush ignores these as he ignores
the high amount of dead that are to be expected in Bush's war against the countries classified by
him as evil. The US president is not able to recognize that through his insanity, the Third World
War can be conjured up due to his stupidity, his hatred, as well as by his irresponsibility, fright,
cowardice, craving for power, self-glorification, arrogance, craving for revenge and in elevating
himself to God. Moreover the reason exists that a war is a possibility for the US military to be able
to test the newest American super modern weapons and furthermore to step up the American
armament industry and therefore result in immense profit for the USA and eliminate a large
amount of unemployment. The case was similar in 1945, when Hiroshima and Nagasaki were
leveled with atomic bombs: This was an undertaking that was prepared for five years, and through
this, the Japanese were practically forced by the USA to bomb Pearl Harbor, which then enabled
the Americans to retaliate in the form of the atomic bombing, and gave America the opportunity to
execute an effectual test of a nuclear bomb attack. To this day, this fact has been kept a secret to
the American people, and to the rest of the world.
But there is the oil. Iraq is one of the world's biggest oil-producers; this is a fact. And, America is
largely dependent on crude oil from other countries as her own reserves are small. One of the
reasons for Bush and America to make war on Iraq and to overthrow Saddam Husain is to secure
access to one of the biggest oil wells of the world. And America will go to any length to reach her
aim, using the assistance of Iraqi politicians in exile and collaborators in Iraq, who can always be
found and are prepared to collaborate with America for their own purpose to form a democratic
government of their own - which is doubtful - in order to rule in an evil and irresponsible manner
in the end. They get their instructions to achieve just that, respectively from the American
Ambassador, the American Secret Service or directly from Washington. And really the craving of
Bush and America for war with Iraq has neither to do with the establishing of democracy nor
establishing human rights. North Korea proves this alone, by ordering the UN-controllers to leave
the country and in North Korea's continuation of a nuclear weapons-program. Fortunately for the
North Koreans, the USA answers with diplomacy (still), for North Korea has no oil fields and no
other important raw materials worthwhile for Bush and America to seize by measures of war and
to bring the country under her protection.
Great dangers lie hidden in George Bush's appeal to NATO Partners in participating in an
irresponsible and criminal war against Iraq or other similar degenerated adventures and operations.
Should irresponsible statesmen in power - i.e. from Europe and the European Union - agree to
participate in the criminal machinations of war by Bush and America, the consequences will be
horrendous for Europe. Even the Third World War could develop in the end and screaming and
howling misery and terror will be brought upon the whole earth.
And I Billy, a Swiss have to say: For many years many politicians and citizens of Switzerland flirt
to join the EU and NATO, and these citizens should imagine what the present situation means for
Switzerland if she really becomes a NATO-member. America and NATO would find it just right
that Swiss men would have to die for an irresponsible and criminal war in the interest of America's
greed for power and control of the world. And the same would happen to our children and
grandchildren. The entry into the UN alone cracks the neutrality of Switzerland because in times
of threats of war, as at present, she is a contributory voice in determining that a war has to take
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place. And the decision of the UN by resolutions to agree that a war has to take place or not,
contradicts to the meaning of this organization in all respects, as the UN's basic principle is
founded on the establishing and keeping of peace. However, the exact opposite is true. So indeed,
the question arises how stupid all those Swiss citizens have to be who voted for Switzerland to
become a member of the UN. To keep up the Swiss neutrality should be the first concern of each
Swiss man and woman. With the entry into the UN, the neutrality of the Swiss has become
questionable, as reality now proves, for the UN can order and vote for a war at any time. And that
exactly speaks against the neutrality of Switzerland, because the true and active politics for peace
should be fundamentally to prevent war i.e. to accomplish peace - and that is trampled upon.
Semjase Silver Star Center,
February 1st 2003, 3.17am,
Billy
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